Managed lanes operational strategies can maximize existing capacity, manage demand, offer choices, improve safety, and generate revenue. The key to successfully operating managed lanes is the ability to alter the operations of the lanes in ways that keep traffic flowing. That ability to alter operations provides flexibility not only in the day-to-day operations of the lanes but in situations where isolated incidents, such as major accidents, call for the lanes to be open to more or different user groups. One of the areas for potentially improving overall freeway performance is at ramp locations. Current ramp treatments address only point demand. The concept of managed ramps would be to apply any of the myriad of managed lanes operational strategies along a corridor to optimize the use of the overall freeway facility. The goal of this research was to help the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) assess under what conditions managed ramps should be considered, to assess the impacts and benefits of managed ramps, and to develop general guidelines and best practices for operating managed ramps.

What the Researchers Did

To achieve the project goal, researchers:

- Identified candidate managed lanes operational strategies for ramp application assessment.
- Conducted an extensive and exhaustive review of current practice and related research on the operations of managed lanes as well as traditional ramp management strategies in areas throughout the country.
- Analyzed through modeling the selected operational strategies based on user groups and corridor factors.
- Conducted focus group sessions to get input from Texas drivers regarding key issues of managed lanes and the application of managed treatments to ramp operations.
- Developed a decision matrix that leads the user through the decision process to identify the most appropriate strategy(ies) for particular corridors depending on various issues.
- Identified other issues that may impact the implementation of managed lanes operational strategies to ramps.
- Developed guidelines for TxDOT with a methodology to assess and identify the appropriate managed lanes operational strategies for ramp applications for a particular region.
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What They Found

The research showed that managing ramps under certain conditions using different operational scenarios has the potential to improve freeway operations. Metering the demand on higher-volume ramps allows operators to maintain a higher level of operating speed and throughput on freeways, indicating that limiting ramp access to select user groups to enhance flow balance is a feasible ramp management strategy. Also, venue-destined vehicle restrictions and total ramp closure are two managed ramp strategies for special event management that have the most potential to improve freeway operations. In terms of providing managed ramp preference for vehicles destined for a managed lanes facility, only those conditions with speed differentials of less than 10 mph are considered desirable and viable. Finally, automobile restrictions and total ramp closure are two managed ramp strategies for ramp safety that have the most potential to improve freeway operations.

What This Means

Through targeted managed ramp applications, TxDOT has the potential of providing improved freeway operations under specific conditions. By assessing the potential operational benefits of a managed ramp scenario in conjunction with addressing other critical issues – such as public and agency input, pricing as an option, decision-making needs and traffic control devices, enforcement, environmental justice, evaluation and monitoring, interoperability, and outreach and marketing – TxDOT has the opportunity to improve the optimization of the freeway facility as it is impacted by ramp operations.
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